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Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon and Excellencies,

We sign the Paris Agreement today, the Earth Day, with

faith and hope in the 196 parties to the UNFCCC that

adopted the agreement.
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The Philippines, a highly vulnerable developing nation,

with one of the most ambitious targets, has already taken

steps to pursue national actions to address climate change

through its intended nationally determined contribution or

INDC.

Despite financial limitations, Philippines has already

demonstrated its commitment to meeting its pledge with

the implementation of the national climate action plan and

the integration of climate change in national and local

development plans and budgets. It will continue to cascade

climate change mitigation and adaptation actions to sub-

national levels and to invest in climate - resilient local

economies,  consistent  with  post-2015  international



frameworks such as the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable

Development, the Sendal Framework for Disaster Risk

Reduction, and most especially, this Paris Agreement on

Climate Change.

To secure a sustainable future, the Philippines is pursuing

value-adding strategies  to  ensure  the  provision  of

ecosystem services and green growth to address pollution

and environmental degradation. To this end, a greenhouse

gas inventory management and reporting system is being

developed to create a transparent, accurate and comparable

baseline of emissions.



it has also submitted recently its instrument of accession to

the Doha Amendment to the Kyoto Protocol.

As a highly vulnerable country, Philippines has committed

early to contributing its fair share to the global action

consistent with the Climate Vulnerable Forum's Manila-

Paris Declaration which calls for a mitigation goal of below

1.5 degrees Celsius and full decarbonization and 100%

renewable energy production by 2050.

Too much is at stake. Developed countries therefore need

to do more in terms of dramatically raising their NDC

ambition  compatible  with  the  1.5-degrees  Celsius

threshold, as well as raising funding contribution to the



climate action plans of vulnerable countries, which require

adequate, predictable and sustainable financing. The

Philippines also urges developed and developing countries

alike to take urgent pre-2020 action.

Finally, to echo Philippine President Benigno Aquino, the

Philippine contribution to the global problem that is

climate change is admittedly a drop in the well. But like the

droplets in the ocean, the concerted efforts of all parties can

surely mitigate the impacts of climate change. Therefore the

Philippines strongly urges all countries to build upon the

momentum from Paris and work together toward full

implementation of this agreement.

Thank you and mabuhay!
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